Transforming
health & safety
management
software

Part of the
DWF
leading tech
offering

Your mission critical goals
_ Mobile incident notification
_ Risk & compliance distribution tracking
_ Multi-site
_ Continuous improvement

_ Training tracking
_ Site induction & onboarding
_ Audit & inspections
_ Crisis response

_ Document repository & correspondence
handling
_ Easy cloud-based access
_ Quick, flexible setup
_ Automated reporting

_ Heatmap trend analysis
_ GDPR ready

_ Compliance focused Microsoft tech stack
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Mobile Incident Notification
Incidents can happen at any time but
EvoSafe is always working 24/7.
Dealing appropriately with an incident is about fast
identification and action.
With many people requiring a mobile solution to their
every day working requirements, EvoSafe is designed
to involve you as soon as possible whether you are at
your desk or up on a roof.

Immediate
response in
a busy,
mobile world

Mobile incident notification makes the process of
dealing with an issue fast and transparent for all
people involved in the process.
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Risk & Compliance 		
Delegation Handling
EvoSafe already knows who is
responsible for what and delegates
accordingly.
With a complex range of compliance requirements
from building safety to machine operating
requirements, our software understands exactly
who is responsible for what.
Ensuring that all responsible parties are fulfilling their
requirements within the appropriate timescales is an
essential part of both good communication and also
keeping you fully compliant.
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Automatically
does the
delegating
for you

Multi-site
Keeps H&S managers operating to the
same high standards wherever they
are based.
Health and Safety requires your people to work in a
very precise manner regardless of the location they
are based at. Some have more items for PAT testing
whilst others may potentially report more accidents
from outside contractors rather than staff.
EvoSafe keeps everyone fully aligned and focussed
on the required tasks with automated tasks and
reporting to ensure you maintain the same high
standards across all of your sites.

Saves you
worrying about
what needs
doing
and when
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Continuous Improvement
Easy biannual reporting and effortless
continuous improvement.
Organising a biannual health and safety audit can
be a stressful affair, but with EvoSafe’s intelligent
software, the dizzying job of keeping track of
everything is done for you.
Continuous Improvement is easily achieved
by monitoring KPI’s in real-time and flagging
action points in a timely and organised fashion.
Delegated tasks and varying permission levels
create a robust and automated reporting structure
that empowers your people to concentrate on the
most important issues.
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Don’t
just adhere
Get better
every day

Training Tracking
Vital training requirements will never be
missed with our training tracking.
It is rare that an organisation only has one or two
people responsible for health and safety. Often,
there are a range of people looking after specific
locations as well as areas of specialism. Usually,
health and safety is only one part of their daily
routine.

Saves you
worrying about
what needs
doing and when
Never
fall behind
your vital
skills base

EvoSafe operates a skills matrix which can be
mapped to both your location requirements
and those of the individual whether a manager,
contributor, new starter, contractor or temp.
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Site Induction & Onboarding
Smoother H&S onboarding and site
inductions for effortless compliance.
Depending on the size of your organisation, new
starters, temporary workers, contractors and visitors
all have different requirements under health and
safety legislation. EvoSafe keeps track of them all
and creates action lists depending on the scenario.
It will also delegate to the relevant managers and
red flag if actions are not taken.
Real-time reporting keeps you fully up to date and
on top of everything.
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Keeping
you on track
and compliant
on a
daily basis

Audit & Inspections
Always be fully prepared for a range
of different key dates throughout
your year.
By correct delegation of key action points
throughout your regular operations, EvoSafe
notifies the relevant mangers and delegates of
their responsibilities.
Our management dashboards display a helpful,
at-a-glance RAG (red, amber, green) system for
early response and more effective pre-planning.

Keeping you
on top of your
H&S obligations
in a timely
fashion

Findings, recommendations and further actions
can easily be followed up and the system also
red flags any potential hotspots.
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Crisis Response
A watertight plan comes from
communication and planning.
From the moment you activate our Crisis Response
system it invokes immediate Legal Privilege to
protect your interests, property and people.
Through diligent pre-planning we have prepared a
series of scenario responses which notify all key
personal required to spring into action.
Updates are quickly shared around your early
responder group and action points are clear 		
and concise.
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Our Crisis
Response App
notifies all early
responders
immediately

Document Repository &
Correspondence Handling
With a central document resource,
all parties are fully informed.
A version controlled, centralised document
repository ensures key actions and associated
documents are always completely up to date.
This is particularly handy where communication
between parties may potentially be compromised,
such as when third parties are involved which is
why we include collaboration and change tracking.

Less time
doing
More time
making critical
decisions

The platform integrates easily with existing
Document Management Systems (DMS) including
Microsoft Sharepoint.
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Easy Cloud-Based Access
Collaborate, communicate, delegate
and track securely across departments.
The web portal uses multi-level permissions to
process specific case files allowing viewing,
uploading and downloading of documents plus
access to detailed management information.

User

One central
resource for
real-time
information
sharing and
actioning

User
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Keep all your third parties, claimants and solicitors
fully updated, including the option of SMS alerts.
Email and letter templates are available throughout
the workflow. EvoSafe understands that key
personnel may even be out of the country but
require instant access for swift decision making.

Third
party
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Third
party

Quick, Flexible Set Up
Simple, intuitive and consistent with
your existing processes.
EvoSafe has been developed on the Microsoft
Technology Stack offering unrivalled, quick and
simple integration which leaves us more time to
configure the system to your unique requirements.
We find that staff are happy to adapt quickly to
our platform with its intuitive functionality, simple
navigation and a crisp, clean look. Users (including
third party contractors) each can get a personalised
dashboard to keep track of their workload with
priorities set using a simple red, amber, green
(RAG) status.

Less
onboarding
time means
your team can
hit the ground
running
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Automated Reporting
Configurable reports are generated
automatically for improved efficiency.
Typically, the biggest complaint from managers
is the length of time it takes them to produce
reports, even the scheduled ones.
Our reporting dashboard can be configured to
the individual managers requirements to deliver
automated reports to a diary plan as well as 		
“real-time”, at-a-glance information for 		
improved efficiency.
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Empower
your managers
with automated
and “real-time”
reporting

Heatmap Trend Analysis
EvoSafe’s built-in analytics tool helps to
highlight incidents in problem areas.
By geotagging the precise location of the incident,
EvoSafe correlates the data to identify problem
accident hotspots enabling your people to refer
for further investigation and recommend suitable
changes in practice or environment.

Identify
hotspots earlier
to reduce
numbers of
incidents
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GDPR Ready
Improved data mapping and auditing
for watertight data management.
EvoSafe helps you maintain GDPR compliance,
not just though the cloud-based, one source, data
repository but also through automated flagging,
delegation and action points.
Have the confidence to deal with subject access
requests quickly and efficiently without impacting
negatively on your productivity.
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EvoSafe tells
you how to
manage the data
and maintain
compliance

Compliance Focused
Microsoft Tech Stack

Access Control
Active Directory
Permissions
Network
Hierarchy

Robust code, ready to go 		
for greater project value.
Due to our long-term multi-sector
experience, we have developed
an industry specific software
framework with a robust library
of pre-coded functionality
and processes at its core.
Being highly flexible and
configurable, the platform
improves productivity and
reduces developer time,
so you get a bespoke build
at an off-the-shelf cost.

Security

Smoother
onboarding for
legacy systems
and multiple
technology
requirements

Customers
Contacts
Complaints
Policies
Claims
Incidents
Audits
Risks
Tasks
Documents

Forms &
Screens

Alerting
Approvals
Automation
Review
Compliance
Best Practice

Dashboards
Self Build
Charts
Predictive
Automated
Integrated
Document

Workflow &
Events

Reports
& MI

Reviewing
Versions
Templates
Search
Taxonomy
Scanning

Document
Management

DWF 360 EVOSUITE FRAMEWORK

In-House
Systems

EVOSUITE
Database

Third Party
Systems
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“You’re in good company“

Accreditations 		
and Best Practice
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GDPR
Ready

A robust suite of software
products for risk reduction
and workflow management
_ Reduce claims impact and cost
_ Mitigate risks relating to incidents or claims
_ Legal privilege protection

_ Mobile
incident
notification

_ Risk &

_ Multi-site
_ Training

_ Site induction
_ Audit &

Inspections

_ Crisis

response

tracking

& progression

_ Finger on the pulse via self-service reporting
_ Quick and easy to use for efficient adoption

improvement

& Onboarding

Compliance
Distribution
tracking

_ Track & trace all action compliance 		
_ Light touch incident & claim processing
_ Predict outcomes

_ Continuous

Feature Options
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_

Email flow & Letter handling
Charts & Dashboards
Quick and flexible implementation
Automated reporting
Heatmap trend analysis
Easy integration & Linking
Adaptable to change
PowerBI/Tableau/Qlikview

_ Mobile claim
notification

_ Fraud

detection
and alerting

_ Automated
claims
processing

_ Financials
tracking

_ MOJ stage
1&2

_ Asset
tracking

_ Telematics

_ Claims

workflows

Proven
Technology Platform
_ Secure cloud-based access
_ GDPR ready
_ Microsoft technology 			
and Azure ready

_ Legacy system friendly
_ Low code or no code build ready
_ Office 365 ready
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About us
We are a global legal business,
transforming legal services
through our people for our clients.
Led by Managing Partner and CEO
Andrew Leaitherland, we have over 25
key locations and 2,700 people delivering
services and solutions that go beyond
expectations.
By questioning traditions and thinking
beyond conventions, we achieve
outstanding levels of innovation. We have
received recognition for our work by The
Financial Times who named us as one of
Europe’s most innovative legal advisers.
DWF 360, our IT solutions and software
business, is part of Connected Services,
a specialist division of DWF offering

a range of stand-alone consultative
services, technology and products in
addition to the traditional legal offering.
We connect on a global scale, sharing
our knowledge and technical expertise to
identify and anticipate challenges. We are
finding new solutions for clients within
eight core sectors including Energy and
Industrials, Financial Services, Insurance,
Public Sector, Real Estate, Retail, Food &
Hospitality, Technology and Transport.
Join us on our shared journey to redefine
legal services and you’ll benefit from
the most innovative thinkers, technical
experts and sector specialists.

For further information, please contact:
Ashley Moss
CEO of DWF 360
T +44 333 010 7991
M +44 782 434 9781
E ashley.moss@dwf.law
Gary Goodman
Head of Business Development 			
at DWF 360
T +44 333 010 7997
M +44 748 114 7274
E gary.goodman@dwf.law

DWF: Transforming legal services through
our people and our clients.
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